
Air Pillow for Above Ground Pool Winter Covers
 
Air pillows support the center of winter cover and inhibit the 
buildup of snow, ice, and debris during the winter months. Rais-
ing the center of the winter pool cover allows  debris to reposi-
tion toward edge for easy disposal.

The in�atable pillow also supports the winter cover while 
absorbing the pressure of the freezing water. This will help pre-
vent damage to walls due to water expansion when frozen. In 
this case  an Air Pillow can be a sacri�cial item!!!
Blow up the pillow two-thirds of the way to allow for expansion.

Without an air pillow, winter pool covers can sag due to rain and 
snow and collect unwanted debris.

Instructions:
Follow instructions to chemically treat pool and drain or install a 
winterizing plate to cover skimmer and plug return.
In�ate �oatation pillow(2/3) and secure the pillow in the center of 
pool by tying grommeted ends with nylon rope to pool sidewall or 
use a pillow pal to keep the pillow centered with the cover.

Place the cover over pillow to form a loose pyramid, letting the cover 
fall in the water around the circumference. Pull end of cover over pool 
wall.

It is important that the cover �ts snugly against the wall to prevent 
wind from getting under the cover and causing the cover to billow 
and �ap. Use Cover Wrap in high wind area.

Do not allow more then 2-3 inches of water to collect on the winter 
cover, use a siphon or electric pump to remove excess water but 
always keep a small amount of water on cover to keep it held down.

4' x 5' Air Pillow
15', 16', 18' Round

4' x 8' Air Pillow
21', 24', 27' Round

4' x 15' Air Pillow
30', 33' Round &  All Oval Pools 


